
 

 

 
STONEHENGE 

 
NOTES FROM SUMMER SOLSTICE ROUND TABLE GROUP MEETING 

HELD ON THURSDAY 4th JUNE 2009 AT WYNDHAM HOUSE, SALISBURY    
    

There were 32 attendees. 
 
1.1.1.1. Introduction Introduction Introduction Introduction – it was suggested by an attendee that although representatives of English 

Heritage, Wiltshire Police and consultants for English Heritage should introduce 
themselves at the start of the Round Table Group (RTG) meeting indicating their role, 
other RTG attendees should simply state their name, and not the organisation/body they 
represent.  All present agreed and the introductions were swiftly completed.    

2.2.2.2. Notes of the previous Notes of the previous Notes of the previous Notes of the previous Round Table Group Round Table Group Round Table Group Round Table Group MeetingMeetingMeetingMeeting - notes of the previous Round Table 
Group Meeting held on 7th May 2009 were circulated.  It was noted that the date of the 
meeting was 7th May and not 5th March as shown – to be amended.  It was requested that 
an amendment be made to the wording in paragraph 9 regarding Eistedfodd – the attendee 
that raised the point asked that the word ‘introduction’ be corrected to say ‘update’.  
English Heritage agreed to amend the notes and circulated electronic copies to the 
attendees of the RTG that made this request. There were no other additions/comments 
and it was therefore agreed that the notes accurately summarised the key issues discussed.  
It was requested by an attendee that members of the RTG should not circulate the draft 
version and should wait until the final version is verified by the Roundtable meeting.    

3. Peace StewardsPeace StewardsPeace StewardsPeace Stewards – an attendee circulated a list of Peace Stewards that had already 
volunteered to date (numbered x19) and asked others to add their name to the list if they 
which to assist.  An example of the Peace Stewards badge was passed to English Heritage 
for briefing purposes.  The Peace Stewards will not meet for a pre meeting/briefing prior to 
the Solstice access but instead gather at 1945 and 2330 on 20th June in the Monument 
Field.  The location of the Peace Steward ‘base’ was confirmed to be as last year, 
immediately West of the Monument.  There was a discussion regarding lines of 
communication during the access period and it was confirmed that x2 members of the 
RTG have access to an issued radio (with links into Solstice Control), with secondary 
communication between stewards via mobile phones.  The important role played by Peace 
Stewards was acknowledged, particularly when dealing with sensitive situations, where a 
more effective response and better outcome might be achieved through the intervention of 
a Peace Steward rather than uniformed personnel. This is particularly relevant when 
assistance is required in clearing the Monument Field at the end of the access.  A request 
was made for a quantity of the litter picking clear bags to be delivered to the magic carpet 
around 0730 hrs on 21st June so peace stewards could assist with litter picking.  Action EHAction EHAction EHAction EH 

4. Sacred SoapboxSacred SoapboxSacred SoapboxSacred Soapbox – to be delivered to the English Heritage Visitor Centre Car Park prior to 
4pm on 20th June.  EH will arrange for it to be positioned and also for it to be delivered 
back to the Solstice Car Park after the access ceases on 21st June. 



 

 

5. Gathering AGathering AGathering AGathering Arearearearea – an attendee briefed the meeting on some of the activities that might 
make an appearance at the Gathering Area and particularly mentioned a West Papuan 
dance group that are attending this years Solstice celebrations.  

6. Hare Krishna ‘carHare Krishna ‘carHare Krishna ‘carHare Krishna ‘cart’t’t’t’ – an attendee asked if the Hare Krishna cart would be allowed 
entrance – it had been well received in 2007 and it was agreed for 2009. 

7. Food for allFood for allFood for allFood for all – an attendee informed the RTG that the ‘Food for all’ catering unit intends to 
be in the Solstice Car Park (SCP) on the morning of 21st June.  It was pointed out that they 
might want to plan to arrive earlier than sunrise should the SCP reach capacity.  This led to 
a discussion about the prospect of the SCP becoming full during the period of the access 
and that vehicles will not be permitted access should this situation arise.  The RTG was 
reassured that a full traffic management plan was in place which includes the deployment of 
pre warning signs on routes to Stonehenge should it be necessary. The RTG were made 
aware that if the SCP does fill to capacity there is no overflow facility available. 

8. Wiltshire Wiltshire Wiltshire Wiltshire Police Police Police Police – an attendee voiced concern that rumours were circulating about the 
policing of Summer Solstice, their contingency plans and rumours of an arrest target.  At 
the last RTG meeting, Wiltshire Police had outlined their planned operation for the 
Summer Solstice, emphasising that the safety of those attending the celebration was 
paramount and anyone displaying behaviour that might compromise this would be dealt 
with.  Wiltshire Police reiterated the message that the priority during the Solstice period is 
to keep people safe and made it absolutely clear that there were no arrest targets. The 
Police also explained that with the exception of a few specialist areas of policing, all 
deployed Police officers will be drafted from the county force. The exceptions are the 
mounted officers and motor cyclists coming from Avon & Somerset and Hampshire forces 
respectively.  

9.9.9.9. Identification of Security/StewardsIdentification of Security/StewardsIdentification of Security/StewardsIdentification of Security/Stewards – the EH security consultants responded to the 
concerns raised by several attendees at the previous meeting that the security/stewards 
contracted by English Heritage for Summer Solstice did not wear visible identification.  The 
RTG was informed that all the security/stewards contracted by English Heritage would be 
identifiable by an alpha / numeric reference which they will wear.  There was also a 
discussion about the use of hand-cuffs by a handful of trained security officers. The security 
consultant reiterated that they would only be used if trying to restrain a violent member of 
the public and in the absence of any immediate Police presence. This approach was 
consistent with statements made by Government on this issue.    

10. Kings’ DrummersKings’ DrummersKings’ DrummersKings’ Drummers – it was reported that the King’s Drummers would not be present at 
Summer Solstice 2009 but hope to be back in 2010. 

 


